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Summary

1. Partially, clonal species are common in the Tree of Life. And yet, population genetic models still

mostly focus on the extremes: strictly sexual versus purely asexual reproduction. Here, we present an

R package built upon GENCLONE software including new functions and several improvements.

2. The RClone package includes functions to handle clonal data sets, allowing (i) checking for data

set reliability to discriminate multilocus genotypes (MLGs), (ii) ascertainment of MLG and semi-

automatic determination of clonal lineages (MLL), (iii) genotypic richness and evenness indices cal-

culation based on MLGs or MLLs and (iv) describing several spatial components of clonality.

RClone allows the one-shot analysis of multipopulation data sets without size limitation, suitable for

data sets now increasingly produced through next-generation sequencing.

3. A major improvement compared to existing software is the ability to determine the threshold to

cluster similar MLGs into MLLs, based on implemented simulations of sexual events. Several func-

tions allow data importation, conversion and exportation with adegenet, Genetix or Arlequin.

4.RClone is provided with two vignettes to handle analysis on one (RClone_quickmanual) or several

populations (RClone_qmsevpops).
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Clonality is a widespread trait across the Tree of Life (Halkett,

Simon & Balloux 2005) allowing organisms to produce off-

spring without sexual reproduction. These offspring/clones are

genetically identical to their relatives, at the exception of

somatic mutations. A key step in genetic analysis of potentially

clonal data set involves a genotypic analysis to discriminate

multilocus genotypes (MLGs). The study of clonality includes

its detection as well as the estimation of its quantitative and

qualitative consequences on the demographic and evolution-

ary trajectories of populations. The study of clonality thus

requires the ability to distinguish between two central compo-

nents that are the demographic individual (ramet, i.e. demo-

graphic unit which could be a module in clonal plant, a colony

in corals or an individual aphid in insects) and the genetic indi-

vidual (genet, i.e. cluster of ramets that are all derived from a

single event of sexual reproduction followed by clonalmultipli-

cation, in a clonally propagating organism, the entity that per-

sists and evolves – Ayala 1998). For this purpose, molecular

markers might be able to identify ramets from the same genet,

as those are supposed to share the same MLG. However,

slightly distinct MLGs may belong to the same clonal lineage,

due to the occurrence of somatic mutations (Klekowski 2003),

and scoring errors (Douhovnikoff & Dodd 2003; Meirmans &

Van Tienderen 2004). Working with large data sets, which is

now made possible by new-generation sequencing (NGS),

increases the probability to have to manage uncommon

somatic mutations and decreases the time allocated to resolve

scoring errors ambiguities. To make ecological and evolution-

ary analyses possible and easier considering such issue, the con-

cept of multilocus lineages (MLL) was thus introduced

(Arnaud-Haond et al. 2007b) to define clusters of MLGs

belonging to the same genet, therefore sharing the same origi-

nal event of sexual reproduction, but appearing slightly distinct

either due to somaticmutations or scoring errors.

The definition ofMLLs relies on the computation of genetic

distances between pairs of MLG and the determination of a

threshold distance distinguishing pairs of ramets belonging to

the same genets and pairs of ramets from the same genets.

Some studies used a priori fixed genetic distances (number of

different alleles between genotypes) and a posteriori methods

to ascertain the occurrence ofMLLs (incompatibility and dele-

tion procedures, Van Der Hulst et al. 2003; use of Psex calcu-

lation: probability that the same genotype – nonidentical loci

apart – appears through independent sexual reproduction*Correspondence author. E-mail: sarnaud@ifremer.fr
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events, among clustered MLG, Arnaud-Haond et al. 2007b).

The threshold could be computed by comparing the tail of the

clonal distribution with that of the sibling distribution (Dou-

hovnikoff&Dodd 2003). Cluster algorithms such as UPGMA

combined to genetic distances were also used to define lineages

(Kamvar, Brooks & Gr€unwald 2015). A more adequate con-

cept would be similar to gap analysis (ABGD, Automatic Bar-

code Gap Discovery, Puillandre et al. 2012) to determine

threshold distance allowing to discriminate species based on

sequence data. The use of a graphical visualization of the

threshold, defined as a valley into the frequency distribution of

pairwise distances of the data set, was proposed (Meirmans &

Van Tienderen 2004) and used alone (Clark & Jasieniuk 2011)

or in combination with other methods, such as Psex (Arnaud-

Haond et al. 2007a). However, the choice of the threshold

leading to the clustering ofMLG intoMLLswas still somehow

arbitrarily user defined.

The choice of the threshold should be based on the knowl-

edge of lowest distances susceptible to derive from sexual

reproduction versus the largest distances compatible with clo-

nal reproduction, that is comparison of Genetic Distance

Spectrum (GDS). Arnaud-Haond et al. (2007a) suggested

that a more accurate option would be to compare the GDS

of seeds or seedling from that of ramets, to determine specifi-

cally such a threshold for a given species and a given set of

markers. Although this strategy is more accurate, informa-

tion about the GDS among seeds or seedling is seldom avail-

able. RClone thus proposes to simulate a pseudo-observed

generation of pure sexual reproduction from the genotyped

population and to compare the genetic distances of the geno-

typed population and the pseudo-observed generation. This

ideally leads to the identification of a threshold (the mini-

mum genetic distance among sexually produced MLG)

allowing the discrimination of clonal lineages (corresponding

to MLLs). It can be noted that the ability to determine

MLLs delineation without ambiguity, and thus to use an

automatic algorithm to define MLLs, will strongly depend

on the discriminative power of the data set analysed (see

Example section).

The discrimination of clonal lineages and the assemblage of

similar MLG into MLLs is based on the examination of the

GDS based on genetic distances (i) for each pair of unique

MLG in the sample initially characterized molecularly, com-

pared (ii) to each pair of uniqueMLG sexually produced from

simulations. Sexual events could be simulated either through

pure outcrossing or through a combination of outcrossing and

selfing (selfing occurring at a rate determined by the amount of

clonal replicates present in the sample). Genetic distances com-

puted can be based on the number of different alleles (Chakra-

borty & Jin 1993) or on the difference in length between alleles

(Rozenfeld et al. 2007) which relies on a similar rational as

Bruvo distance (Bruvo et al. 2004). The occurrence of MLLs

can therefore be extracted directly from the graphical output

of GDS. Indeed, rather narrow peaks at the very beginning of

the distribution, followed by a ‘gap’, preceding the peak at lar-

ger distances are a signature of the possible occurrence of

MLLs (Meirmans & Van Tienderen 2004). The superposition

of this GDS with one obtained after a sexual reproduction

event can thus be used to ascertain the threshold below which

independent events of sexual reproduction are unlikely to have

produced slightly distinctMLGs. The threshold can be defined

either in percentage of the distribution or directly at a distance

value and is kept at user discretion. When the threshold is

defined, the function extracts potential clusters of MLGs

belonging to the same MLLs in a table and computes the

resulting MLLs list automatically. This function is designed

mainly for data including a large number of loci, as data set

including too few loci might erroneously cluster MLG into

MLLs. For such data set, it is thus strongly advisable to opt

for a manual examination of GDS to decide whether or not

MLLs can be defined, an option included in RClone.

Example

We generated two in silico pseudo-observed populations (here

called synthetic populations) using a simulation program writ-

ten with Python 2.7 (Foundation Python Software, available

on: http://wwz.ifremer.fr/clonix/Logiciels/SimulatorClonix).

The simulation was conducted among 10 000 generations,

with meiotic mutation rate of 10�3 and somatic mutation rate

of 10�6. One population was of 10 000 individuals with a

clonality rate (c) of 0�9999, and the other was of 1000 individ-

uals with c = 0�4. Each population was of 100 loci, 10 alleles

possible per loci. The synthetic populations obtained were

analysed with RClone package (v1.0.1, GPL license) in R (R

Core Team 2015) with a method similar to vignette

RClone_quickmanual. The function genet_dist computed a

matrix of pairwise genetic distances between pairs of unique

MLGs of the synthetic population, based on number of differ-

ent alleles. The function genet_dist_sim allowed to simulate a

sexual reproduction event between pairs of unique MLGs

(outcrossing) or pairs of MLG (partial selfing) of the synthetic

population. genet_dist_sim computed matrices of pairwise

genetic distances within the resulting population, here called

simusex generation. The three matrices were visualized as

superimposed histograms to identify the occurrence of a val-

ley between them, through which we could identify a diagnos-

tic threshold. This threshold is defined by the interval between

the lowest boundaries of distances among sexually produced

MLGs compared to the possible narrow peak at small dis-

tances which maximal value should not exceed this lower

boundary. Only, somatic mutations could lead to the first

peaks of the synthetic distribution, as scoring errors would

not occur in silico neither artefact such as mutations induced

by PCR (polymerase chain reaction).

From the first synthetic population (c = 0�9999), 29 MLG

were identified, encompassing 1–4322 ramets (median: 58, first

quartile: 12, third quartile: 327). Among the 406 pairs of these

genotypes, the 41 first pairs of genets were distinct for only 1–4
alleles (Fig. 1). The following pairs of genets were distinct from

74 alleles. The distribution of genetic distances obtained in the

simusex generation (including or not selfing) matched mainly

with the second peaks. The mean genetic distance between

pairs after a sexual event was of 108�9 alleles (minimum: 24
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alleles) with selfing and 111�1 alleles (minimum: 14 alleles)

without selfing. The gap between the two main peaks defined

without a doubt lineages that encompassed MLGs distinct

from four or fewer alleles. The clustering of those MLGs

resulted in the definition of 17 MLLs, obtained with function

MLL_generator, encompassing 1–5797 ramets (median: 37,

first quartile: 3, third quartile: 468).

For the second synthetic population (c = 0�4), 944 MLG

were identified encompassing 1–5 ramets (mean: 1�06, SD:

0�30; median, first quartile and third quartile: 1). Among those,

the 30 first pairs of genet were distinct for 1–4 alleles (Fig. 2).

The following pairs of genets were distinct from at least 58 alle-

les. The mean genetic distance after a sexual event in the simu-

sex generation was of 107�1 alleles (minimum: 65 alleles) with

selfing and 107�3 alleles (minimum: 51 alleles) without selfing.

With a threshold of 4 different alleles, the clustering results in

the recognition of 915MLLs, encompassing from 1 to 5 ramets

(mean: 1�09, SD: 0�36).
Either MLGs or MLLs lists obtained can furthermore be

used with others functions of the package RClone. Briefly,

the most used clonal-related indices in the literature can be

computed with clonal_index: R, the richness index; S, the

Simpson index applied to the clonality; Hill, the inverse

index; H’’, the Shannon–Wiener index; and corresponding

evenness indices: V, the Simpson evenness index and J’

Shannon–Wiener index. The description of the distribution

of size (in terms of number of sampling units) among MLGs

or MLLs can also be addressed through the Pareto distribu-

tion (Pareto 1887 in Vidondo et al. 1997) with Pareto_index.

When sampling coordinates are available, functions allowing

to study the spatial components of clonality are also

included: edge_effect computed edge effect by comparison of

the average distance between lineages of single unit and the

centre of the sampling area with the average distance of all

units and the centre. agg_index computed aggregation of

clones by comparison of the probability of clonal identity

between pairs of closest spatially units to that of all

randomly chosen units pairs. Spatial autocorrelation analy-

ses are used to determinate the scale of spatial dependence

of clonal and genetic diversities, with autocorrelation.

clonal_sub computed clonal subrange which corresponds to

the spatial scale beyond which the clonality no longer affects

the genetic structure. Finally, a recapitulative function gen-

clone gathered 17 statistics describing clonal data and, when

relevant, significance (P-values).

RClone, the natural and legitimate R version of the popular

software dedicated to the analysis of clonal population, GEN-

CLONE (Arnaud-Haond&Belkhir 2007), proposes all functions

implemented in this mother software including the study of

spatial components of clonality. RClone also implements a

semi-automatic procedure to define MLLs and compatibility

of MLL with others functions of the package. RClone also

relaxes previous limitations of GENCLONE software in terms of

number of samples and loci, and multi-population handling,

and enables the analyses of large data sets derived from the

broader access to NGS. RClone also includes Psex ascertain-

ment by critical probabilities (P-values) based on populations

simulations, a method derived from MLGsim (Stenberg,

Lundmark&Saura 2003) andMLGSIM 2.0 (Ivens, van de San-

den & Bakker 2012) implemented with the authors’ permis-

sion. RClone thus provides, considering also the spatial

components included, different functions than the only other

R package dedicated to clonality (poppr, Kamvar, Tabima &

Gr€unwald 2014) which is more focused on the preparation of

clonal data set for their analysis with classical population

genetics software and adegenet (Jombart 2008; Jombart &
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Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of the pairwise

number of alleles differences between MLG

for the synthetic population (population in sil-

ico: c = 0�9999, N = 10 000), compared with

the frequency distribution of the pairwise dis-

tances after 10 000 sexual events (one genera-

tion each, outcrossing and selfing) in which

neither identical MLG nor somatic mutations

are expected, and with the frequency distribu-

tion of the pairwise distances after 10 000 sex-

ual events (one generation each, outcrossing),

without selfing.
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Ahmed 2011).Moreover, RClone onCRANoffers the benefits

of an active and collaborative open-source platform: code

availability, reproducible research and data transfer among

packages.

The RClone functions require genotypes for co-dominant

markers, indication for the haploid or diploid nature of the

organism and x/y sampling coordinates for spatial analyses.

Missing data are not supported yet as such and thus considered

as new alleles if included. The functions available are dis-

tributed into four main themes: (i) tests checking for data set

reliability to discriminate MLG, (ii) determination of clones

among MLG and through clonal lineages with genetic dis-

tances, (iii) genotypic richness and evenness indices calculation

with MLG or custom MLL and (iv) description of spatial

aspects of clonality. Several functions allow data importation,

conversion and exportation with adegenet, Genetix (Belkhir

et al. 1996-2004) or Arlequin (Excoffier, Laval & Schneider

2005).

In conclusion, the RClone package provides adapted meth-

ods and statistics for clonal population study that are not yet

implemented into R platform (aside clonal richness indices).

Based on GENCLONE, RClone adds multiple populations han-

dling, methods to test for clonal propagation from Stenberg,

Lundmark& Saura (2003) and Ivens, van de Sanden&Bakker

(2012), reinforcement of MLL determination methods, semi-

automatic MLL definition and custom MLL handling in sev-

eral tests. RClone is available on CRAN, provided with short

manuals to handle quickly the functions:RClone_quickmanual

vignette for one population and RClone_qmsevpops vignette

for several populations. RClone will be kept active and imple-

mented soon to handle missing data, other clonal indices, an

IDE interface and possible suggestions included in users’ feed-

backs.
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